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APPLICATION

A cell-populated matrix gel may be cast by
placing the Tissue Train® culture plate on a
gasketed baseplate and centered atop a
planar-faced cylindrical post bearing a
central trapezoidal-shaped trough (Fig. 2A,
Fig. 3 left). When a vacuum is applied, the
flexible membrane is pulled downward into
the trough, deforming the membrane into the
conformation of the trough and thus
providing a space for delivery of cells and gel
(Fig. 4). Simultaneously, a matrix-bonded
nylon mesh anchor stem is canted into each
end of the trough as polar attachment points
for the gel construct (Fig. 4).

The Trapezoidal Trough Loader™ (Fig. 1) is
designed to create cell-seeded, 3-dimensional
(3D), trapezoidal-shaped bioartificial tissues
(BATs).

Figure 1. Trapezoidal Trough Loader™.

The Trough Loader™ is used in conjunction
with the Tissue Train® Culture System,
which uses a novel method to culture and
mechanically load cells in a 3D matrix gel or
cell-assembled matrix. The system consists
of a flexible-bottomed Tissue Train® culture
plate with mesh-like anchors at the culture
well periphery for cell and matrix attachment
(Fig. 2, arrow). The anchor widths are
designed to match the width of trapezoidal
gels at each end.

A

Figure 3. (Left) The Trapezoidal Trough
Loader is used to fabricate 3D cell-gel
matrices, (right) while the Arctangle™ loading
post is used when applying uniaxial load to the
3D cell-seeded gel.

C

The baseplate and culture plates are then
transferred to a 37 °C, CO2 incubator where
the construct is held in position in the trough
until
the
gel
polymerizes.
After
polymerization, the vacuum is released, and
the cell-gel construct rises into the plane of
the culture well. Growth media (3 ml) are
added to each well, and the constructs
cultured according to the experimental
protocol.

B

Figure 2. Tissue Train® culture plate for 3D
culture of cell-matrix constructs. (A) A
Trapezoidal Trough Loader beneath the
flexible membrane. (B) An Arctangle® loading
post, which is used during uniaxial tension,
beneath the culture well. (C) Anchors (arrow)
for attachment of cells and gel of a trapezoidal
uniaxial construct.
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Figure 5. Flexcell FX-5000™ Tension System
used to apply regulated strain to the 3D cellseeded gel constructs.

BACKGROUND
Formation of tissues in vitro that are
structurally and functionally viable requires
several basic conditions, such as 1) cells, 2)
matrix, 3) media and growth factors, and 4)
mechanical stimulation. These conditions are
linked and act in conjunction to form a
structurally robust tissue that can withstand
biomechanical forces.
Figure 4. (Top view) A cell-gel construct in a
Tissue Train® well attached to the anchor stem.
(Side view) When vacuum is applied, the rubber
membrane is deformed downward conforming
to the trough and creating a space for the gel
solution.

As a tissue is developed, its cells create an
extracellular matrix of which the composition
is based on the environmental stimuli to
which the cells are exposed. Several signal
pathways may be involved in generating the
composition of the extracellular matrix.
Some of these pathways are regulated by
mechanical deformation of cell matrix and
transmitted into the cell via membrane bound
proteins, such as integrins, focal adhesion
complexes (mechanosensory complex), cell
adhesion molecules, and ion channels. Cells
can also respond to ligands, such as
cytokines, hormones, or growth factors that
are released as a result of matrix deformation
(Banes et al., 1995, 2002). In order to
maintain the integrity and strength of
musculoskeletal tissues, the cells may require
maintaining a certain level of intrinsic strain.

Mechanical load may be applied to the cellseeded constructs using a Flexcell® FX5000™ Tension System (Fig. 5). Trapezoidal
cell-gel constructs or cell-assembled matrices
may be mechanically loaded uniaxially using
the Arctangle™ Loading Stations™ (Fig. 3). A
program defining the % elongation,
frequency and duration of mechanical load
can be regulated by the user in the FX-5000™
FlexSoft® software.
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engineering. When used in conjunction with
the existing Tissue Train® Culture System,
the investigator will be able to fabricate a
trapezoidal shaped, 3D, cell-seeded tissue
construct that connects to nylon anchors at
both ends. The investigator can also apply
regulated strain to the growing tissue using a
regimen with set values for strain frequency,
elongation, and duration based on the
physiological condition that needs to be
simulated. The strain regimen can be
controlled by a Flexcell FX-5000™ Tension
System (Fig. 5) that can apply static or cyclic,
equibiaxial or uniaxial strain.

In the absence of this intrinsic strain, the
tissue will lose its strength leading to failures
or fractures. Culturing cells in a mechanically
active environment increases cell metabolism
and alters cell shape and other properties.
Therefore, it is vital to create and maintain a
mechanically active environment (i.e.,
tension, shear stress, or compression) for the
cells during the formation of tissues in vitro.
To generate a tissue in vitro that is more or
less equivalent to the native tissue, it is of
utmost importance to create an environment
that would mimic the in vivo conditions. This
includes the type of environment (2D or 3D),
size, and shape of the tissue matrix. A 3D
matrix would assist in resembling the in vivo
organization of cells, while size and shape of
the tissue matrix would directly affect the
type, magnitude, direction and distribution of
physiological forces within the tissue matrix.
The composition of tissue may also depend
on the types of forces that the tissue
undergoes. Depending on the anatomical
location some tissues may experience both
tension and compression forces in different
areas within the tissue leading to multiple
compositions. For an example, the
midsubstance (where tensile forces exist) of
an Achilles tendon is comprised of dense
fibrous connective tissue, while the area
where tendon presses against calcaneus
(where compression forces exist) is
comprised of fibrocartilaginous tissue. The
shape of the tissue also plays a major role in
the location of its failure. Most failures in
Achilles tendons occur at the calcaneal
junction, where it joins the bone and have the
least thickness. Therefore, it is clear that the
native shape of the tissue needs to be
simulated in vitro to facilitate studying the
failure mechanism as well as the healing
mechanism of tissues.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The following is a method by which to
culture cells in a 3D matrix and to apply
strain to cells in a 3D gel material.
A. Preparation of Cells in 3D Trapezoidal
Gels in a Tissue Train® Culture Plate.
1. Prepare cells according to the laboratories
established protocol for primary cultures or
continuous cell lines in the medium of
choice.
2. Release cells from their substrates with
0.05% trypsin, trypsin-EDTA, 0.05%
bacterial collagenase, or other means. Add
serum containing media to the cells to
neutralize the trypsin or collagenase.
3. Count cells and determine the number of
cells needed. For a trapezoidal gel,
approximately 700,000 cells in 700 l will be
required for each well of a 6-well Trapezoidal
Tissue Train® culture plate.
4. Wash cells 2 times with medium to
remove trypsin or collagenase.

The Trapezoidal Trough Loader™ was
developed to address these needs in tissue

5. Combine cells with a matrix protein
collagen gel solution, such as Flexcell’s
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Collagel or Thermacol, at a cell
concentration of 1000 cells/l of gel
solution. (Collagel and Thermacol are
collagen-based hydrogel products that are
available in an easy to use kit, cat no.
COLKIT-100
and
ThermaKIT-100,
respectively).

7. Connect the baseplate with to a Flexcell
Tension System or other regulated vacuum
source.
NOTE: FX-2000™ users should connect the
baseplate directly to a regulated vacuum source
to achieve the suggested vacuum level of -84 kPa.
The FX-2000™ will deliver a maximum of only 40 kPa.

NOTE: Before mixing with cells, the matrix
protein gel solution should be neutralized to a pH
7.0 using 1M sodium hydroxide. (see the Product
Information Sheet for Collagel or Thermacol
for more information).

Vacuum should be applied to the baseplate in
a steady “hold” mode so that the flexible
membrane is deformed and held in the space
in the Trough Loader™. To supply the proper
vacuum level with the FX-5000™ system, it
is recommended that a maximum of 20%
elongation be used with the Tissue Train®
Loading Station™ (24 mm) platform setting.
This is the equivalent of -90 kPa. Be sure that
you allow enough vacuum tubing for your
baseplate to reach from your incubator to
your tissue culture hood. (See the Tissue
Train User Manual for more information on
loading constructs)

Cells may be reconstituted in one volume of
media containing 10% fetal calf serum, 70%
matrix protein gel fluid and 20% 5X MEM.
The objective is to achieve an overall gel
MEM concentration of 1X. The suggested
formula for the cell/matrix protein gel fluid
combination is as follows:
• 70% by volume matrix protein gel fluid
• 20% by volume of 5X MEM to yield an
overall 1X concentration by total volume
• 10% fetal calf serum
• Cells to provide an overall 1000 cells/l
concentration by total volume.

NOTE: When using the Flexcell Tension
System use the minimal amount of tubing
required, as longer tubing decreases cyclic strain
performance.

Flexcell® Collagel® and ThermaCol® kits,
used for preparing constructs in a Tissue
Train® culture plate, includes all of the
components listed above, excluding the
cells.

8. Pipette the cell and matrix protein gel
solution into the “trough” in each Tissue
Train® well. First pipette a small drop of gel
at each end of the trough, under the anchor
stems. Then press the anchor stems into the
trough and pipette over top of them. Finally,
fill the middle of the trough with gel, moving
the pipette back and forth to create a uniform
strip of gel in the well (see a video on
Flexcell®’s web site:
http://www.flexcellint.com/videos.htm ).

6. Place a Trapezoidal Tissue Train® culture
plate atop Trapezoidal Trough Loader™ in a
gasketed baseplate. Align the culture plate so
that the anchor stems are aligned with the
long axis of the Trough Loader™ and such
that the wider anchor stem sits atop the wider
end of the trough. Apply a thin layer of
lubricant to the top surface of Trough
Loader™ prior to placement of the Tissue
Train® culture plate. The lubricant will
facilitate
uniform
and
unrestricted
conformation of the membrane in the trough.

9. Place the baseplate with culture plates in
a 37 °C incubator and allow the solution to
gel. Please see your product information
sheets for time needed for constructs to
polymerize. After gel setting, release the
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vacuum and add 3 ml of serum-containing
media to each well. The gels should appear as
a trapezoidal band of gel attached at each
anchor end in the Tissue Train® well (Fig. 5).
Remove culture plates from the BioFlex®
baseplate, if needed.

elongation (strain), frequency or duration
with added rest periods.

10. Culture trapezoidal constructs according
to the laboratories established protocol.
Cultures may be observed or assayed for
various functions. The user can monitor cell
shape, organization, migration, division,
gene expression, protein expression
/secretion, mediator secretion DNA and
protein synthesis in the gels (Fig. 6).
Cultures may also be mechanically loaded
(see part B below) at any time after gelation
occurs in the matrix or after cells have selfassembled their own matrix. However, the
elongation, frequency and duration of the
applied strain to the cell must be determined
by the investigator for his/her specific use

Figure 6. Orientation of actin filaments at
multiple locations in a mouse Achilles tendon
cell-seeded bioartificial tendon model (strained
at 1% and 1 Hz). Actin filaments and cell nuclei
(white).

Typically, spherical-shaped cells can be
observed in the gel using an inverted phase
contrast microscope directly after plating. By
day one, the cells will begin to attach to and
spread into the matrix. Cells will then form
attachments
to
each
other
and
intercommunicate. By days 3-5, cells will
reorganize and contract the matrix into a band
(Fig. 7).
Flexcell® ScanFlex™ with XyFlex™ is a
device that allows users to monitor celldriven compaction of hydrogels in vitro.

Figure 7. Trapezoidal shaped 3D linear tissue
constructs in a Tissue Train® culture plate.

2. The regimen parameters must be tested
beforehand to determine if the cell-constructs
can withstand the applied strain regimen.
Usually, the cell matrix constructs can be
stretched at 1-3% elongation for several
minutes to several hours per day without
matrix failure.

B. Application of Regulated Strain to
Cells in a 3D Gel using the Tissue Train®
Culture System
1. Cell-matrix
constructs
can
be
mechanically loaded in the 3D matrix by
using a Flexcell FX-5000™ Tension System
(Fig. 5) to apply a regimen of controlled
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3. When using the Tissue Train® plates,
regimens can be programmed with strains
ranging from 0-20% and frequencies from
0.01-5.0 Hz. When downloading regimens,
choose the Tissue Train Loading Station
(24mm) platform setting.

Garvin, J., Baldwin, N., and Banes, A.J., Novel
Culture System for the Development of a
Bioartifical Tendon. Abstract 48th Annual
Meeting, ORS, Feb 10-13, 2002, Dallas, TX.
Guilak, F., Jones, W.R., Ting-Beall, H.P., and
Lee, G.M. The Deformation Behavior and
Mechanical Properties of Chondrocytes in
Articular Cartilage. Spine 1999 Dec. 1, 24(23);
2475-2483.

NOTE:
Higher frequencies will limit the
system’s ability to maintain higher strain ranges.

4. When using the Tissue Train® with the
FX-2000™ system, use the provided vacuum
vs. strain data for Tissue Train® plates.
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T.,
Brigman,
B.,
and
Miller,
L.
Mechanoreception at the cellular level; The
detection, interpretation, and the diversity of
responses to mechanical signals. Biochem. &
Cell Biology Vol.73; 349-365, 1995.

NOTE: The FX-2000™ will not allow vacuum
levels above -40 kPa and, therefore, can apply a
maximum of 6% strain to the Tissue Train®
construct.

Banes, A.J. Mechanical strain and the
Mammalian cell; Physical Forces and the
Mammalian Cell. Academic Press, ed., John
Frangos, pg 81-123, 1993.
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